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**Log Summary:** JPEG Multiframe Encoding Format

**Type of Modification**
Restriction of options

**Name of Document** | **Version Number**
---|---
PS 3.5 | Rationale for change

With multi-frame JPEG compressed images, it is impossible to know (without reading through the entire pixel set) whether JPEG table specifications need to be saved from one frame to the next. Every implementation known to WG1 includes the tables with each frame, greatly simplifying processing by the reader (especially for cine-like viewing).

**Sections of document affected**
PS 3.5 Annex A:
For **all single-frame images, including all or for the first frames** of a multi-frame image, the JPEG Interchange Format shall be used (the table specification shall be included).
For any frame of a multi-frame image, other than the first frame, the JPEG Abbreviated Format for compressed image data may be used (the table specifications are not included).